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Husky pride is beautiful
to behold. People
SHUTTER at the sight
of our GREEN and gold.
“How many?” We will
ask to see what you
will say. The answer to
this question is
hanging along Burnetts
Way. When you think
you have the answer
check in at the
clubhouse to retrieve
your next clue.

These folks are at WalMart during the holiday
time of the year. Why
wait until then to spread
good cheer? Huskies go
to the inner part of town.
The RED SHIELD and
bucket is where we can
be found.
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In 1852 William Booth began
his ministerial career. He
abandoned the traditional
concept of a church and pulpit
and took his message of hope
and salvation to the people. We
at Hillpoint understand that
learning begins before our
students reach our classrooms.
To help prepare our little
huskies for school 2 of you will
fill ______ book bags while
the other 2 will fill ______
food bags.
Complete the challenge and
receive your next clue.

Hint:

In this Road Block only four team

members may enter the building to
complete the task. Who’s ready to pack it
up?
Choose before you open the envelope.

Head to:

HO

Park
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This park marks the location of a former
Suffolk K-6 School. It produced the likes
of
*Margaret Ellen Mayo Tolbert - African
American Chemist
*Raymond H. Boone- founder and editor,
and publisher of the Richmond Free
Press.

ATTENTION HUSKIES!
You have been called
to the office, School
Board, that is. Don’t
worry you’re not in
trouble, there’s a 50
year old NUT waiting
nearby for you.
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MUSH Husky!!!! The end
is near. Race back to the
location which bears the
alias for The Battle of
Fort Huger. This fort
housed one of the
Confederate
constructed batteries in
the lower reaches of the
Nansemond and was
nearer to Hampton
Roads.

When you enter the
cafeteria you will see a
sheet with 20 questions
on the tables. Select a
table and answer the
questions as a team.
Once your team has
received 80% (benchmark
expectation) then your
team may move on to the
gym.
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Hint:

In this Road Block only two team
members can complete this task. How
Attentive are you?
Choose before you open the envelope.

In 1913 Obici built his first
mass- processing plant here.
Three years later Mr. Peanut
was born when a school boy
(Antonio Gentile) submitted
his sketch to the Planters
contest for a brand icon. How
many effigies of this icon are
located in downtown Suffolk?

Hoop Star
Selected team members must
make one shot at a time. After
each shot you must go to the
back of the line. If you make a
basket step to the side until the
seventh teammate has done the
same. Your next clue will be
given upon completion.
Seven different team members
must make a basket.
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This was a group effort and would not have been possible without the work of Jamilla Silver, Dana Bilby,
and LuAnne LaPoint.

